This paper analyses the inventory and order flow dynamics in closed-loop supply chains (CLSCs). In this kind of supply chains the reverse flow of materials entering the system for recycling purposes complicates the way in which inventories should be managed and replenishment policies should be designed. Specifically, we analyse the relationships between some reverse logistics' factors (remanufacturing leadtime, return rate of recycled products, reverse order policy, and number of supply chain tiers) on the order and inventory variance amplification. We firstly perform a systematic literature review of the related studies. Secondly, by adopting a difference equation math approach and design of experiment we perform a robust what-if analysis of a CLSC under a variety of operational and market conditions. Results show that, ceteris paribus, CLSC outperforms a forward supply chain, both in mono-echelon and multiechelon structures and under both stationary and turbulent market demands. Furthermore, reducing remanufacturing lead-time and promoting information transparency may be crucial to improve CLSC dynamics. Finally, we use the research findings to provide interesting managerial consideration about how to reduce unnecessary operational members' costs.
Introduction
Sustainable supply chain refers to the management of material flows, information and funds, as well as cooperation between firms along the supply chain (SC) that simultaneously consider the three dimensions of sustainable development: environmental, social and economic (Brandenburg et al., 2014; Meixell and Luoma, 2015; Eskandarpour et al., 2015) . A firm can use a sustainable programme as a strategic tool not only for environmental improvement, but also to enhance the image of its brand, generate revenue, serve its customers, and reduce production costs (Qiang et al., 2013) .
A type of sustainable SC is the Closed Loop Supply Chain (CLSC), (Ramezani et al. 2014; Govindan et al., 2014) designed to manage the recycling and recovery process of end-of-life products (Guide and Van Wassenhove, 2009; Das and Posinasetti, 2015) . A CLSC generally involves a manufacturer taking care for the reverse logistics process. The goods are returned and recovered directly by the original manufacturer or through indirect channels (Ashayeri et al., 2015) . All the returned goods are resold in primary or secondary market after necessary disposition (Turrisi et al., 2013) . Essentially, a CLSC extends the normal forward SC by including reverse SC channels for product return, recycling/recovery, remanufacturing, and resale (He, 2015) .
In the last decade, studying CLSC has become a major area of SC management literature and increasing attention has been devoted to the understanding, management, and improvement of this type of SC structure (Mollenkopf et al., 2011; Adenso-Díaz et al., 2012; He, 2015; Govindan et al. 2015) . The focus of most studies on CLSC mainly relies on assessing their effective performance in terms of economical sustainability (Georgiadis and Besiou, 2008) , environmental sustainability (Paksoy et al., 2011; Jayaram and Avittathur, 2015) , and operational performance (Zhou and Piramuthu, 2013) . Regarding this last stream, the majority of the works focus on the optimization of the remanufacturing process (Zhou and Piramuthu, 2013) . On the contrary, few efforts explore the dynamics of CLSC in terms of inventory and order variations. In fact, the reverse flow of products entering the chain may impacts the dynamics of SC members' inventories and their order quantities (Adenso-Díaz et al., 2012; Turrisi et al., 2013) , and may amplify or moderate detrimental time-varying phenomena, such as the bullwhip effect and inventory instability (Disney and Towill, 2003) . However, very few studies discuss the effect of the reverse Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/ijpe logistics on the bullwhip effect in CLSC and, furthermore, their conclusions are quite contrasting (see e.g., Zhou and Disney 2006; Huang and Wang, 2007; Qingli et al., 2008; Ding and Gan, 2009; Adenso-Díaz et al., 2012; Turrisi et al., 2013; Corum et al., 2014, among others) . Some studies affirm that return flow limits the bullwhip effect and stabilize the dynamics of SC inventories. On the contrary, other studies show that a CLSC is more prone to the bullwhip with respect to the forward SC.
All of the studies consider different SC configurations and modelling assumptions (i.e., number of echelons) and thus the results are not really comparable. Another problem is the key parameters of the inventory management in CLSCs (i.e., remanufacturing lead time, return rate, final consumer's demand pattern etc.). Most studies pay little attention to the potential impact of these parameters on the dynamics of CLSC. A further gap concern the replenishment rules adopted for the management of CLSC. There is not a common agreement about how different ad-hoc order policies may alter CLSC performance.
Motivated by these conflicting argumentations and contrasting results, but also by the practical relevance of better comprehending this theme, in this paper we aim at contributing to the existing knowledge on reverse logistics and supply chains by rigorously investigating the dynamics of a CLSC under a variety of order policies, market and operational conditions; we also aim at offering practical suggestions for supply chain managers to properly design order and inventory policies in reverse logistics contexts. To this purpose, we firstly perform a systematic literature review to select reverse logistics specific factors that could potentially influence CLSC dynamics. Secondly, through a differential equation systems approach we model different configurations of CLSC and by adopting a rigorous design of experiment we analyse the effect of four logistics' factors on the dynamics response. More specifically, we test the effect of (1) the return rate of recycled products, (2) the remanufacturing lead-time performance, (3) the number of echelons and (4) and two different order policies properly designed for inventory management in CLSCs, characterised by an increasing level of information visibility of the reverse logistics process, namely the Tang and Naim (2004) order policy and the Zhou and Disney (2006) order policy. We assess the performance in terms of bullwhip effect and inventory stability by adopting two well-known non-financial performance metrics (i.e., Order Rate Variance Ratio and Inventory Variance Ratio).
Simulation output shows how the existence of a return flow positively affects both the inventory variance and the bullwhip effect independently of the number of echelons and the market conditions. On the contrary, an increasing remanufacturing leadtime negatively affects both the order and inventory stability. Concerning the inventory policy, results show how higher information transparencies increase dynamics performance. Our findings are relevant for managers. In general, we show that a CLSC may be adopted not only for meeting the advocated benefits provided by sustainability, but also because, this structure may act as a bullwhip-limiting strategy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review. Section 3 describes the methodological approach. Section 4 presents the assumptions made for this work and the metrics selected. Section 5 presents the design of experiments and the numerical results. Section 6 presents findings and managerial implications. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions, limitation and further research directions.
Closed-loop supply chain: a systematic literature review
We conduct a review of the literature on dynamics analysis in CLSC by adopting the systematic review framework for management and organization studies proposed by Denyer and Tranfield (2009) . This framework is based on four core principles adopted in medical science's reviews, i.e., "Transparency", "Inclusivity", "Explanatory", and "Heuristic Nature". These principles are applied in the following 5 steps. (1) question formulation, (2) locating studies, (3) selection and evaluation, (4) analysis and synthesis, and (5) results reporting.
Step 1: question formulation
The first step is to establish the focus of the research. In our work we aim at collecting all existing studies on dynamics analysis of CLSC. Particularly, we want to identify which SC parameters may influence members' operational performance.
Step 2: locating studies
In order to conduct an exhaustive research, we use the scientific articles databases identified by the "MIT Libraries' Research Guides" for studies on the topic "Management & Business/Industries" (http://libguides.mit.edu/industries). These are ABI/Inform Global, Business Source Complete, JSTOR Scholarly Journal Archive, Scopus, and Web of Science.
We use the same search string for each database, (i.e.,"Closed Loop Supply Chain" OR "Remanufacturing" OR "Reverse Logistics") AND ("Bullwhip" OR "Demand amplification" OR "Forrester effect" OR "Dynamic behaviour" OR "APIOBPCS" OR "Order rate variance"). A total of 40 articles were found searching in the five databases. It is worth to mention that Business Source Complete and JSTOR Scholarly Journal Archive did not show any results for the used search string.
2.3.
Step 3: study selection/exclusion and evaluation The third step concerns the explicit elucidation about the selection/exclusion criteria of the review. Table 1 reports the 40 articles obtained. Articles are categorized by authors and year of publication, research methodology adopted, databases, article contribution to the literature, and the reason(s) behind their exclusion from the review.
In the following, we report the five exclusion criteria (EC) used in this review and related excluded articles: Finally, we select 13 articles specifically focusing on dynamics analysis in CLSC. These studies provide insights on the impact of two specific parameters of the reverse logistics structure: 
Mathematical statistics X -Quantitative model for analysing the bullwhip effect in CLSC -Lack of specific insights on the influence of reverse logistics factors on dynamic behaviour -Impact of return ratio, lead time and demand forecast on bullwhip Control theory X X -Insights on dual-channel CLSC model with B2B E-Market and the reverse logistics -Lack of specific insights on the influence of reverse logistics factors on dynamic behaviour -Insights on H1 control method of the system under the worst fluctuation of demand
Statistical analysis X -Insights on bullwhip in a six echelon CLSC for recycling of products Selected -Impact of degree of segregation on bullwhip CLSC
Fractal analysis X -Bullwhip in an after-sales spare part CLSC in telecom firms via fractal analysis -Lack of specific insights on the influence of reverse logistics factors on dynamic behaviour 
Control theory X -Formalization of two CLSC networks with third party reverse providers including the dynamic controlling process for both normal manufacturing, remanufacturing and inventory -Similar insights to those in article 26
[25] Conference Huang and Liu (2008) System dynamics simulation X X -Effect of remanufacture, remanufacturing lead-time and the return rate on the inventory variance and bullwhip effect Selected Control theory X -Presentation of an H infinity control strategy to reduce bullwhip effect -Lack of specific insights on the influence of reverse logistics factors on dynamic behaviour -Similar insights to those in article 32
Control theory X -Adoption of a z-transformation model to analyse the bullwhip effect for multi-echelon inventory system under CLSC 
Control theory X X X -Analysis of the dynamic in terms of inventory costs and performance criteria such as rise time and overshoot Selected -Influence of return rate on the dynamics of the SC
Control theory X -Influence of the remanufacturing activity and the discrepancy of lead-times on the order variance and inventory related costs 
Control theory X -Application of the APIOBPCS model to CLSC -Extended version: article 34 -Insights on the smoothing of demand fluctuations generated by higher return rate
[40] Journal Kumar and Vrat (1994) System dynamics simulation & physical system theory X X -Analysis of a repair inventory system based on the concept of unit exchange spares -Lack of specific insights on the influence of reverse logistics factors on dynamic behaviour -Formalization of a Decision Support System (DSS) for different decision policies in CLSC 1. The return rate : the percentage of products sold to the market, still renewable and collected in order to be recycled to become almost "as good as new". 2. The remanufacturing lead-time : the lead-time related to the process of recycling the collected products before being available again into the manufacturer's inventory.
Step 4: analysis and synthesis
The aim of the fourth step is to break down individual studies into constituent parts and describe how each relates to the other (Denyer and Tranfield, 2009) . To this end, the 12 selected articles are categorized according to the following criteria: methodology, number of SC echelons, return flow in the replenishment rule, consumer demand, inventory's and order's condition, impact of return rate and remanufacturing lead time on CLSC dynamics.
Step 5: reporting and using the results
The fifth and last step aims at identifying the research objectives arising from the literature gaps. From Table 2 we make the following conclusions, useful to establish the goal of our research.
Majority of studies shows that a higher return rate implies a lower bullwhip effect. This finding is valid for both single and multi-echelon SCs, regardless the modelling assumptions and the methodological approach adopted by these studied. An opposite result has been found only by Ding and Gan (2009) . On the contrary, in terms of inventory instability, studies report considerable contrasting results. While Zhou et al. (2005) and Zhou and Disney (2006) show that inventory stability improves as the percentage of recollected product increases, Qingli et al. (2008) note an opposite trend. A peculiar exception is presented in the work of Tang and Naim (2004) , in which, depending on the type of replenishment rules, inventory may have very different performances.
The effect of remanufacturing lead-time on performance has not received particular attention, both in terms of bullwhip and inventory variance ratio. Furthermore, the few related studies show significantly contrasting results.
It is very difficult to compare the results from different researches, because the analysed studies differ in terms of assumptions, parameters, and research methodology: i.e., number of echelons of the SC, available information about the return flow used to calculate the replenishment quantity, final consumer's demand pattern, assumptions regarding the modelling of inventory' and order's quantity. (e.g. whether negative orders and inventory are allowed or not in the model).
As a summary, it seems that there is not consensus among researchers about the nature of the relationships between reverse logistics factors (e.g. product return rate, manufacturing lead time, etc.) and CLSC performance. We argue that this is mainly due to the fact that existing studies assess such relationships under very different conditions and scenarios. The conclusion is that managerial decisions on designing and managing CLSC's reverse logistics in order to improve performance should be contingent to a number of different factors (e.g. number of echelons of the SC, customer demand patterns, etc.).
In line with the above conclusion, this paper intends to contribution to the stream of literature studying CLSC dynamic issues. More specifically, we analyse how reverse logistics factors influence CLSC performance under different scenarios. In particular, we evaluate the impact of the return rate and the remanufacturing lead-time on both bullwhip effect and the inventory variance under different number of echelons in the SC, different amount of available information on the return flow of recycled products used in the replenishment rule, and different consumer's demand pattern.
Methodological approach and model validation
We adopt the System Dynamics modelling approach, advocated by Forrester (1961) as a method to investigate the dynamic effects in large non-linear systems. System Dynamics (SD) modelling plays a crucial role in advancing knowledge SC management, where mathematical modelling cannot accommodate the associated dynamic complexity (Syntetos et al., 2011) . Furthermore, System Dynamics together with Control Theory represent the most adopted methodologies for the analysis of CLSC dynamics. To verify our model we reproduce the same experiments of Zhou and Disney (2006) and Tang and Naim (2004) , which surely can be considered among the most cited studies in the stream of CLSC dynamics.
Model verification -Zhou and Disney (2006)
Zhou and Disney (2006) study a simple mono-echelon traditional structure with return of products in which the manufacturer adopts a modification of a smoothing order policy, i.e., APIOBPCS (John et al., 1994) . For further information on this type of order rule see Lalwani et al. (2006) , Disney and Lambrecht (2008) , Cannella et al. (2011) , among others. In their model, the return flow of "Remanufactured products" is directly pushed into the serviceable inventory. The order quantity is computed as follows:
where T i and T w are the times to adjust serviceable inventory and WIP, respectively. Table 3 shows a qualitative comparison between our System Dynamics Simulation results and the output provided by Zhou and Disney (2006) . Both experiments present very similar trends when varying the numerical value of parameters and the difference in results is not significant.
Model verification -Tang and Naim (2004)
Tang and Naim (2004) study the effect of three types of orderup-to policy on the bullwhip effect. The proposed three rules differ in the degree of information transparency across the SC, specifically in how information about the flow of remanufactured products and/or the remanufacturing lead time is transmitted by downstream collaborative partners and embedded in the order policy. Type 1 is almost identical to the rule studied by Zhou and Disney (2006) . Types 2 and 3 are characterized by an increasing level of information transparency.
In our verification experiment, we reproduce the Type 3 system, i.e., the policy characterized by the highest level of information transparency. In this case, the manufacturer has access to updated information on the percentage of re-collected products and on the remanufacturing lead time, and exploits this information for the computation of the order. In fact, as stated by the authors "we consider WIP both in the manufacturing and remanufacturing processes. This system makes best use of information from the remanufacturing process in the manufacturing processes control structure" (Tang and Naim 2004, pp. 4140) .
The order quantity is computed as follows:
Àremanufactured products In Fig. 1 the results provided by Tang and Naim (2004) in terms of Inventory, WIP and Throughput (COMRATE) and our output, under the same boundary condition, are compared. Si4).milarly to the previous test, by reproducing the experiment of Tang and Naim (2004) , we obtain an identical SC behaviour. This represents a relevant insight, as it allows us to conduct our analyses by using a simulation model which is validated with two well-known CLSC models in this field.
CLSC model
In this section we present assumptions and the mathematical formalization of the studied CLSC model. The following assumptions characterize our model:
1. Single-product, K-stage production-distribution serial system. Each echelon in the system has a single successor and a single predecessor. The generic echelon's position is represented by index i. Echelon i¼ 1 stands for the manufacturer and i¼K þ1 for the final customer. 2. Only a percentage 0 ra r1 of market sales can be collected in the reverse loop; the remaining 1 À a quantity is hypothesized to be unusable or disposed to a landfill. An important element of the remanufacturing loop is the time lag existing between the sale of products and their remanufacturing. Before products become available for recycling, in fact, they are hold by customers for a time known as "consumption lead-time" or "time for the customer to keep the product". Once the fraction of products is collected, the remanufacturer spends time for the recovery process. This time is known as remanufacturing lead time. 3. We adopt the two previously discussed replenishment order policies, i.e., Zhou and Disney (2006) and Tang and Naim (2004) . In this manner, we are reproducing the CLSC under two different degree of information transparency. 4. We use the Simple Exponential Smoothing as forecast technique for incoming orders. According to Disney and Lambrecht (2008) this technique has been selected as it is well understood and popular with practitioners. 5. We implement the non-negative condition of order quantity.
Products delivered cannot be returned to the supplier. By adopting this assumption, we implement a more reliable modelling assumption for the bullwhip effect analysis. In fact, as recently shown by Chatfield and Pritchard (2013) and Dominguez et al. (2015) models that allow product returns may result in an overestimation of the bullwhip effect. 6. Production-distribution capacity is unconstrained. No quantity limitations in production, buffering and transport are considered. Backlogging is not allowed. Therefore, orders not fulfilled in time convert into lost sales.
The mathematical nomenclature is reported in Table 4 . The full model is reported in Table 5 . 
Experimental design and numerical results
To achieve the research objectives, we adopt the design of experiment (DOE) approach. DOE investigates which factors influence the performance of the SC. We analyse the following 4 factors:
1. F1. Return rate a . Due to the several contrasting statements about the impact of such factor on the two metrics (Zhou and Disney, 2006; Turrisi et al., 2013; Huang and Liu, 2008; Qingli et al., 2008) including a non-linear behaviour of the bullwhip effect (Adenso-Dìaz et al., 2012), we adopt three levels, i.e., 0%, 40%, 70%. The first level allows us to also compare a CLSC with a traditional one. 2. F2. Remanufacturing lead-time T r . Even for this factor we choose three levels. i.e., 1, 4, 7. 3. F3. Number of echelons K . A recent study (Chatfield, 2013) suggests that decomposition of a multi-stage SC into a set of two-stage models systematically underestimates the bullwhip effect. Given these consideration we set two levels for this factor: 1, 3 (echelons). With reference to the latter configuration we calculate both the metrics for the last echelon of the chain, i.e., the manufacturer. 4. F4. Information transparency: By modelling and testing the response of the CLSC for Tang and Naim (2004) policy as well as for Zhou and Disney (2006) policy we may infer on the impact of information transparency in CLSC. Table 6 reports the level values of the four factors studied. Regarding other parameters, we set T i ¼T w ¼T m and T a ¼2T m as a compromise solution for the APIOBPCS rule (Tang and Naim, 2004) . More specifically, we use the same values adopted by Tang and Naim (2004) for their simulations, i.e., T i ¼8, T w ¼ 8, T m ¼8, T a ¼16, T c ¼ 32. Regarding the estimate pipeline lead time, we adopt the values proposed by these authors in order to avoid the inventory offset. Given the lack of information about this parameter in the work of Zhou and Disney (2006) , and due to the similarities between their model and the Type 1 system of Tang and Naim (2004), we use their notation for the T p proposed for such system by the latter authors: T p (Zhou and Disney) 
The target inventory is computed by considering a safety factor z¼ 3.09 (service level of 99.9%) through the formalization proposed by Disney and Lambrecht (2008) .
Concerning the customer demand, we adopt the framework proposed by Towill et al. (2007) for studying the bullwhip effect. Basically, this framework suggests the typology of endogenous input that can be adopted in bullwhip analysis in order to study different characteristics of the SC. More specifically, we adopt two input demand patterns, i.e., the shock lens and the variance lens. The former aims at inferring on the performance of SCNs for a stationary input demand. The latter aims at inferring on the performance of SCNs for an unexpected and intense change in the end 
Inventory
Target Work in Progress TW i ðtÞ ¼ TpUd i ðtÞ 8i ¼ 1
Target Inventory TI i ðtÞ ¼d i ðtÞ
Demand forecastd i ðtÞ
Orders finally delivered S i ðtÞ ¼ min fO i þ 1 ðtÞ; I i ðt À 1Þg
Non-negativity condition of order quantity O i ðtÞ Z 0
Uncapacitated raw material supply condition
Collected products
Remanufactured products customer demand. This latter approach can be viewed as a 'crash test' or a 'stress test': studying the system performance under an intense (Dominguez et al., 2015) . In our case, attending to the variance lens perspective, we choose to set a stationary demand pattern to simulate a very stable system, i.e., N $(100, 10 2 ). Attending to the shock lens perspective, we use a N $ (100,10
2 ) distribution, which suffers an 100% average increase in the middle of the simulation time (see Fig. 2 ).
As previously stated, CLSC performance is measured via a set of metrics, whose reduction reflects improved cost effectiveness of members' operations (Cannella and Ciancimino, 2010; ), i.e., the Order Rate Variance Ratio (Eq. (14)) proposed by Chen et al. (2000) , the Inventory Variance Ratio (Eq. (15)), proposed by Disney and Towill (2003) .
We design two sets of experiments: the stationary response set and the dynamic response set. Indeed, by separating them, we can concentrate our analysis on the four factors selected. The time length chosen is 700 periods, with the first 200 periods of each replication removed as a warm-up used to set-up the system. We replicated our 3 2 Â 2 2 ¼ 36 treatments 10 times for a total of 360 simulations for each response set analysed. The statistical analysis is performed using Minitab statistical software with a level of significance p ¼0.05. In Fig. 3 , we show the screenshots of Minitab reporting the results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for both Inventory Variance Ratio (IVrA) and Order Rate Variance Ratio (OVrA), under a stationary set and under a step impulse of the demand, respectively.
Findings and implications
The models developed and the subsequent experimental simulations have produced interesting findings which may contribute to the literature on this field and have implications for managerial practice.
In general terms, results show that all factors present a significant impact on bullwhip and inventory stability (Figs. 4 and 5) . More specifically, (1) as the percentage of recollected items increases, SC performance improves as well. Analogously, (2) as remanufacturing lead time increases, the SC dynamics degenerate.
(3) Moreover, by shifting from a SC with a low level of information transparency to a SC whose information on recollected products is shared, the experiments show that bullwhip and inventory variability are strongly dampened. (4) Finally, as expected, the numbers of echelons exacerbate demand amplification phenomenon. All these trends are confirmed under both stationary and shock demand scenarios.
A further relevant finding can be derived by the identical trends of both bullwhip effect and inventory stability. Unlike other related previous works, in our study, if the Order Rate Variance Ratio increases/decreases under a variation of reverse logistics factors, the Inventory Variance Ratio increases/decreases as well.
In the following sections, we describe the effect of each factor and report the corresponding managerial implications.
Return rate: from traditional SC to CLSC
Results show that the return flow positively impacts the CLSC performance. In fact, when shifting from the traditional SC (a ¼0%) to the CLSC configurations (a ¼40% and 70%), the manufacturer experiences a considerable reduction both in bullwhip and inventory instability. Moreover, this reduction is obtained for both demand patters scenarios (i.e., stationary and shock). This finding supports SC studies affirming that bullwhip effect and inventory variance are lower in CLSC than in traditional SC (see Table 2 ), and contributes to the current scientific debate on what are the effects of the return flow of materials on the dynamics of the SC. Additionally, our analysis adds new knowledge regarding to the impact of the return flow magnitude. For all scenarios, as the percentage of return products increases, bullwhip effect and inventory instability decrease. Ceteris paribus, the CLSC with the highest return rate (a ¼70%) reveals the most preferable dynamics. Finally, we note how the effect of the others logistic factors are significantly altered by the magnitude of recollected products. Interactions show that higher level of return rate increases the robustness of the CLSC, by dampening the negative effect of partially transparent information, high remanufacturing lead time, and high number of echelons.
Thanks to this findings we are able to suggest companies to invest in reverse logistics, try to increase the return of products, and implement ad hoc order management policies which take into account the reverse flow. In other words, managers have to promote reverse logistics not just in the name of the sustainabilityorientation of their firm, but also because returns flow improve the dynamics of the SC. The return flow, if supported and managed with ad-hoc order polices, increases the stability of the member's orders and, consequently, reduces the unnecessary costs associated to the demand and inventory variance amplification. We can conclude that the return flow acts as a bullwhip-limiting agent under different operational and market conditions. In fact, both mono and multi-echelon SCs benefit from adopting a CLSC configuration and this benefit increase when the magnitude of the returns flow increases. This conclusion has several implications for SC managers. For example, when the manufacturer experiences long supplier lead times because of geographical dispersion (which dramatically influences SC dynamics), investing in reverse logistics and developing commercial strategies to increase the percentage of return products becomes crucial to avoid poor SC performance. 
Remanufacturing lead-time: the persistence of compression principle
Remanufacturing lead time impacts the dynamics of the CLSC. As this factor increases, both order and inventory stability decrease, particularly for the stationary demand scenario. Analysis of the interactions also provides further interesting results: as the percentage of recollected product increases, the negative effect of remanufacturing lead time on SC dynamics increases.
Manufacturing and distribution lead times are recognized among the operational variables that mostly impact the effectiveness of operations in the SC (Ciancimino et al., 2012; Chatfield et al. 2004 ). Thus, lead-time reduction has been recognized as a direct driver for business improvement (Towill, 1996) . In this work we show that the Time Compression Principle (Geary et al., 2006; Towill and Gosling, 2014) , advocated as a powerful strategy to limit the bullwhip effect, should be extended to remanufacturing lead time. Essentially, in order to improve CLSC dynamics, the manufacturer has to invest in recycling technology in order to reduce recycling process time. Furthermore, in order to really take advantage from the reverse flow of products, managers may focus on production and operations approaches devoted to make the remanufacturing process leaner, for instance by adopting lean and six sigma methodologies, and by turning to outsourcing strategies for faster logistics services.
Transparency information: collaboration on recovery process
In CLSC, higher information transparency may be achieved by shifting from Zhou and Disney order policy to Tang and Naim one. In fact, adopting the former is equivalent to merely considering information on the level of finished remanufacturer product. On the contrary, by adopting the latter policy, the manufacturer needs to receive up-to-date information on the percentage of recollected product from downstream members. Only in this way, the benefits of information visibility can be exploited. Results show how both demand and inventory oscillations decrease if the manufacturer adopts the Tang and Naim order rule with respect to the Zhou and Disney order rule. More specifically, this benefit is higher under a shock demand scenario.
This finding provides interesting insights on a rarely explored kind of information sharing in SC. In literature, collaboration and information visibility are generally included among the bullwhip avoidance strategies par excellence (Lee, 2010) . At the operational level, collaboration is concerned with the alignment of decision making among SC partners in their planning and inventory management. This alignment is enabled by the exchange of information in the SC (Stadtler, 2009; Cannella, 2014) . However, most of the literature dealing with the benefit of collaborative practices usually refers to the sharing of information on customer demand, inventory levels, in-transit items and other operational factors. On the contrary, we argue that, in CLSCs, an effective SC collaboration practice may be achieved by sharing up-stream information on the levels of recollected items. In particular, results suggest that the visibility on the entire remanufacturing process may be crucial in a turbulence market environment (i.e., demand shock scenario), and increases CLSC's resilience. In this fashion, we reassert the empirical evidences shown by Dadhich et al. (2015) ): sharing information on returns rate will help to manage risks and integrate sustainable practices in business processes. 
Number of echelons: improving SC dynamics in turbulence scenarios
Similarly to the traditional forward SC, the number of SC tiers in CLSC strongly influences both bullwhip and inventory variance. In all simulated scenarios, when the number of tiers increases the orders and inventory oscillations increase as well. In particular, the magnitude of this detrimental effect is more acute under the shock demand. Additionally, by looking at the interaction effects we get further interesting insights on this relationship. In the monoechelon structure, the manufacturer experiences a performance improvement by shifting from a traditional SC (a¼ 0%) to the CLSC configurations (a¼ 40% and 70%). Analogously, in the multiechelon SC, the manufacturer benefits from a reduction of order and inventory instability. However, the magnitude of this improvement is considerably higher with respect to the monoechelon structure. A similar benefit is obtained by increasing the level of information transparency. These findings suggest that the detrimental effect of the SC's length (number of echelons) on the variability of orders and inventories can be moderated by combining a reverse logistics SC with ad-hoc order policies based on transparent information about the whole remanufactured process.
These results lead to two interesting managerial implications. Firstly, as for the traditional SC, in CLSC, the "echelon elimination" principle (i.e., design the SC with the minimum number of echelons appropriate to the goals of the SC) (Geary et al., 2006 ) may be considered a bullwhip-limiting strategy. Secondly, in order to improve SC performance, if the removal of intermediate channels is not possible, the manufacturer should invest in increasing the flow of recollected products and adopt collaboration practices with the aim to share information on the remanufacturing process.
Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to study the CLSC's dynamics and the effect of reverse logistics' factors on the order and inventory variance amplification. Firstly we performed a systematic literature review of the studies dealing with return flow and CLSC. By doing so we established the basis for a quantitative and robust analysis of CLSC. More specifically, we adopted a difference equation math approach, opportunely validated by comparing our model with two relevant studies of the bullwhip literature, namely Tang and Naim (2004) and Zhou and Disney (2006) . Finally, we quantified the CLSC response to variations of its reverse logistics factors under different market conditions. In particular, we have adopted both the variance lens and the shock lens market conditions proposed by Towill et al. (2007) .
The results of this research show that, ceteris paribus, order and inventory stability is a CLSC is higher than in a traditional forward SC for both mono-echelon and multi-echelon structures and under both stationary and turbulence market demands. Furthermore, as the product return rate increases, bullwhip effect and inventory instability decrease. In this regard, companies have to invest in returns management, not only to accept the advocated challenge of sustainable operations, but also because feeding the production-distribution system with product returns flow will improve the SC dynamic performance.
Another interesting finding of this study is that visibility of information on the entire remanufacturing cycle and the adoption of ad-hoc collaborative order policies may be crucial in a turbulence market environment. Analogously, the reduction of the remanufacturing lead time may represent a bullwhip-avoidance strategy for CLSCs. Finally, the number of SC tiers may alter the performance of the manufacturer. However, by conveniently augmenting and managing the return flow process, the manufacturer may smooth the variability transmitted by downstream echelons.
The main limitation of the present study relies on the fact that the results obtained depend on the modelling assumptions. In fact, our simulation experiments have been designed with fixed operational factors such as forecasting parameters, order rule proportional controllers, the production lead-time, and safety stock factors. We have made this simplification in order to focus only on the reverse logistics factors. However, our results should be confirmed also under different parameter's values settings. Furthermore, we have focused on a serial CLSC multi-echelon structure. The present study may be extended in different SC configurations, such as divergent SC.
Another limitation arises from the analysis of the two policies that consider (even if in different way) the return flow in the calculation of the order quantity. It would be of interest to study policies ignoring the return flow and to propose novel replenishment rules to manage it.
Finally, in this work we have adopted well-established modelling assumptions and obtained theoretical distributions for data input (Evers and Wan, 2012) to emulate the probabilistic nature of a CLSC, on the basis of other theoretical and what-if analyses. However, this work lacks of a grounded-empirical approach. Further work may employ a multimethod approach, using both empirical and simulated CLSC data to validate and deep our contribution.
